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Abstract—Over the years, different methods based either
on morphological features or on expert knowledge have been
proposed to classify galaxies. The amount of data to be processed in large scale surveys poses a new challenge for the
classification. In this preliminary study, we investigate machine
learning methods for galaxy image classification. Specifically, we
evaluate convolutional neural networks as tools to be used in
the classification process. Different ways of using convolutional
neural networks has been experimented to classify galaxies as
elliptical or spiral. Classification accuracy around 90-91% for
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) galaxy images has been
achieved.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Astronomical research, for a long time, consisted on observational studies around some specific objects in the space. In
the last decades, propelled by technological advances in many
fields (e.g, digital imaging), observational approaches have
rapidly shifted to large scale surveys. These surveys typically
obtain multiband images of a large area of the sky, containing
millions of objects. As a consequence, astronomy is nowadays
one of the main research fields in the big data context [1].
There are challenges related not only with transmission and
storage of these data, but also with the processing and the
analysis of the images. The classification of objects is important to produce large catalogues and to discover underlying
physics [2].
Galaxies are among the astronomical objects observed in
these images and there are different ways of classifying them.
The most commonly used classification scheme is based on
morphological features and classifies galaxies as spirals, ellipticals, lenticulars or irregulars [3], [4]. Galaxy morphology
provides information about the process of its formation and its
interactions with the environment, being therefore of interest
for the understanding of the expansion of the universe.
In this work we study the galaxy image classification problem. There are many works in the related literature concerned
with galaxy classification. Some are based in machine learning
techniques [5], [6] and others in heuristics [7]. Among them,
many works [7]–[9] use data from the Galaxy Zoo project [10].
The goal of our study is to evaluate convolutional neural
networks (CNN) as tools for the classification of galaxies. We
propose different ways to employ CNN in the classification
process. In order to evaluate the methods, we have created
a galaxy image dataset from the Galaxy Zoo and the SDSS
data. This is an ongoing work in collaboration with the
Institute of Astronomy, Geophysics and Atmospheric Sciences

of University of São Paulo. In this paper we present some
preliminary results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
some astronomy related concepts as well as galaxy classification methods reported in literature that will help to place the
reader in context. In Section III we detail the proposed classification methods. Finally, preliminary results and conclusions
are presented in Sections IV and V, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we present some basic concepts, terminologies and definitions related to the subject of study in this paper.
We also briefly review some methods on galaxy classification
reported in literature.
A. Astronomical images
The energy radiated by astronomical objects carries information on temperature, density, composition, and important
physical processes. To measure the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, scpectroscopy is the traditional tool used in
Astronomy. The resulting spectrum is a signal that represents
radiation intensity as a function of wavelength. While scpectroscopy is mainly used with focus on a single object, large
scale surveys collect information from a large area of the sky,
creating a general map or image of the region. Telescopes
used in recent large surveys use CCD technology, with sensors
for different bandwidths of the electromagnetic spectrum. The
number of sensors (or filters) used determines the number of
bands of the resulting image. In a sense, we may say that
the spectrum is a continuous signal in the wavelength domain,
while the resulting data of these surveys consists of sampled
representations of the signals.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) project – http://
www.sdss.org – is one of the most successful astronomical
surveys [11]. It has been observing the universe for over 15
years, starting in 2000. It is divided in phases and currently it
is in phase IV. Imaging of one million galaxies and 100,000
quasars were accomplished in phase II (2005-2008) from half
the northern sky.
SDSS images consist of five bands, namely U, G, R, I and
Z [12], as detailed in Table I1 . The raw data is stored in
Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) format [13], which is
the standard format used for astronomical images. SDSS also
1 http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr1/en/proj/advanced/color/sdssfilters.asp

provides JPG images created from the G, R, I bands of FITS
images [14].
TABLE I
T HE 5 SDSS FILTERS AND THE CORRESPONDING WAVELENGTHS
Filter
Ultraviolet (u)
Green (g)
Red (r)
Near Infrared (i)
Infrared (z)

Wavelength (Angstroms)
3543
4770
6231
7625
9134

B. Classification of galaxies
There are some systems for galaxy classification but the
most commonly used is the one proposed by Edwin Hubble in
1926, and later expanded by others. Based on morphological
features, galaxies are classified as spirals, ellipticals, lenticulars or irregulars [3], [4]. Figure 1 shows the classification
scheme (adapted from https://www.spacetelescope.org/images/
heic9902o/).

Fig. 1. Hubble classification scheme.

Elliptical galaxies have smooth light distributions and appear as ellipses. They are denoted by the letter E, followed by
an integer n representing their degree of ellipticity on the sky.
Spiral galaxies look like a flattened disk, with stars forming
spiral arms winding towards a central concentration of stars
known as the bulge. Spirals in Figure 1 are those denoted
as Sa, SBa, Sb, SBb, SBc and Sc. Lenticular galaxies are
the intermediate representation between spiral and elliptical
galaxies, denoted as S0. Finally, irregular galaxies are those
that do not fit into the Hubble sequence, because they have
no regular structure (either disk-like or ellipsoidal). Figure 2
shows samples of elliptical and spiral galaxies from SDSS.
Since the surveys collect images of millions of objects,
classifying the objects is a huge challenge. Motivated by
such challenge, the Galaxy Zoo Project was created as an
online citizen science project. A web-based interface is used
to collect morphological data of galaxies. The classification
begins with the user being shown an image of a galaxy
alongside a question and a set of possible responses. In Galaxy
Zoo 2, the data has been collected via a multi-step decision

Fig. 2.
SDSS.

Example of an elliptical (left) and a spiral (right) galaxies from the

tree and more than 16 million morphological classifications
of 304,122 galaxies drawn from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
were obtained [10]. In summary, this project provides different
information of millions of galaxies including their spatial
coordinates (ra, dec), corresponding to the right ascension and
declination, and their respective classification.
C. Related works
There have been several attempts to classify galaxies automatically. Here we briefly mention recent works based on
machine learning and morphometric features.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is used in [9] to
predict the 37 votes of the Galaxy Zoo 2 release. They work
directly in pixel space, using a rotation invariant convolution
that minimizes sensitiveness to changes in scale, rotation,
translation and sampling of the image. An accuracy of 99%
relative to the Galaxy Zoo human classification is reported.
In [5], a morphology catalog of the SDSS galaxies is generated using the Wndchrm image analysis utility [6]. It computes
2,885 features related to textures, edge, shapes, statistical
distributions, fractal features, among others. For each of the
features a Fisher discriminant score [15] is assigned, and 85%
of the features with the lowest Fisher scores are rejected in
order to filter outliers. A weighted nearest neighbor classifier is
used to classify the galaxies. Classification accuracy was computed based on the manually annotated Galaxy Zoo catalog.
They point out that about 900,000 of the instances classified as
spirals and about 600,000 of those classified as elliptical have
a statistical agreement rate of about 98% with the Galaxy Zoo
classification.
A morphological classification is also presented in [7]. Several morphological features, such as concentration, asymmetry,
smoothness, entropy, spirality, among others are computed
from the image to classify galaxies as elliptical or spiral.
Sample images for training are taken from the first Galaxy
Zoo release (GZ1). They employed the Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) technique to classify 4,478 galaxies from [16],
14,123 galaxies from [17] and 779,235 galaxies from SDSS,
and report a 10-fold cross validation accuracy superior to 90%.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In order to evaluate the potential of CNN to classify galaxies, we propose a set of methods for the dataset preparation,
classifier training and classifier evaluation. In this work we
consider only the spiral and elliptical type galaxies.

A. Data Preparation
Although astronomical data is publicly available in several
forms, they are not presented in the training/test form which
is usual in the machine learning field. Therefore, a method to
prepare labeled galaxy images was defined. It consists of the
following steps:
Querying step: The Galaxy Zoo database [10] is used to
find the spatial coordinates of galaxies of interest (spirals and
ellipticals). Then, with these coordinates a query is performed
in the SDSS database to retrieve the image of the galaxy.
However, the returned images correspond to a field of the
sky, containing not only the queried object but many others.
We selected the first entries in the Galaxy Zoo list, starting
from the first up to the one that was sufficient to obtain 2,000
samples of each type.
Image cropping: The image of the galaxy of interest is
cropped from the large image using its known coordinate. In
order to crop the galaxy image, we first make a squared crop
of 200×200 pixels, centered on the pixel corresponding to the
galaxy coordinate, in the R-band of SDSS images. This step
aims to avoid processing the whole image which is of size
larger than 2000 × 2000 pixels. Then, on the cropped patch
we apply a normalization based in the Astropy normalization
method2 to obtain an image in the range [0-1]. After this
process, we apply Otsu’s binarization [18] and determine the
bounding box of the connected component that contains the
coordinate of the galaxy. The bounding box defines the size
of the final crop. An alternative measure of the galaxy size is
the Petrosian radius [19], planned for use in future work.
Pre-processing: All pixel values in each band of FITS
images are small decimal values and they differ in range from
one band to another. Thus, we also normalize the cropped
images applying the Astropy normalization method2 on each
band individually. In Figure 3 we show an example of the
pre-processing step. It is notable how the spiral arms are more
visible after this process.

Fig. 3. Example of a galaxy image G-band (left) from SDSS and the result
of applying the pre-processing step (right).

B. Classifier training
A common pipeline for classification considers a feature
extraction step, followed by an optional feature selection step,
and then the classifier training step. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [20] are extensions of the well known family of
neural networks, called feed-forward multilayer perceptrons.
2 http://docs.astropy.org/en/stable/visualization/normalization.html

One important characteristic of CNNs is the fact that they do
not require feature extraction. For image classification, training
data may consist of pairs of a raw image and its corresponding
class label. There is, arguably, an understanding that CNNs are
able to encode useful features in its convolutional layers. Based
in these features, we propose two ways to train the classifiers.
Classifier training using features extracted with a pretrained CNN: We propose to use the output of the last
convolutional layer of a pre-trained CNN plus a classifier.
One of the classifier models considered is Support Vector
Machine (SVM), with Gaussian kernel. To choose a good
SVM configuration, a grid search on the space of parameters
(C,λ) using cross-validation is performed. Various pairs (C,λ)
are tested and the configuration with the best validation
accuracy is selected. A second model considered in this work
is a fully connected layer on the top of the pre-trained CNN
convolutional layers. An example is shown in Figure 4. This
model is trained using a training and a validation data.

Fig. 4. Adding a fully connected model on the top of a pre-trained CNN.

Fine tuning of a pre-trained CNN: By ’fine tuning’ we
mean training the last convolutional blocks of a pre-trained
model alongside the top fully connected model classifier.
This differs with respect to the previous approach, where
convolutional layers of the CNN are used as features extractors
and are not updated during training. In our case, fine tuning
can be done in 4 steps:
• Instantiate the pre-trained CNN and load its weights.
• Add our previously defined fully-connected model on top,
and load its weights
• Freeze the initial layers of the pre-trained CNN model to
only perform fine tuning in the last convolutional blocks.
• Retrain using a small learning rate
IV. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
In this section we describe some preliminary experiments
and results on galaxy classification, using CNNs as described
in the previous section.
A. Experimental Setup
To create our dataset we applied all the steps in Section III-A. For each type of galaxy (spiral and elliptical), we
selected 2,000 images with dimension larger than 20 × 20
pixels. Our dataset consists of galaxy image crops in FITS
format with the 5 bands normalized to the range [0-1]. To

feed the CNN, all images were resized to 150 by 150 pixels,
filling the borders with 0. This dimension was chosen after
verifying that the largest width or height among all crops was
not superior to 150. The dataset has been split in training (667
images), validation (667 images) and test sets (666).
In the first training approach, to extract the features with
a CNN we have used the VGG16 [20] convolutional neural
network. We used the VGG-net pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset [21]. ImageNet is an ongoing project with millions
of image and more than 1,000 common object classes. Since
ImageNet consists of JPG images (with 3 bands) and all pixel
values are in the range of [0-255], we selected 3 of the 5 bands
from our galaxy images and normalized the pixels values to
be in the range [0-255]. We have tested the combination of
UGR-bands and IGR-bands. For classification, we tested with
the 3 approaches in section III-B. In the case of fine tuning,
we freeze the first 10 layers of VGG16 and retrain the rest of
the layers, including the fully connected layer, using a small
learning rate.
B. Results
Classification performance was measured in terms of accuracy on the test set. The obtained results are shown in Table II.
The best accuracy was obtained when using I, G, R bands
together with the fine tuning CNN approach.
TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON TEST IMAGES
Channels
UGR
IGR

CNN+SVM
88,9%
90%

CNN+ FC layer
88%
88,3%

Fine tuning CNN
90,04%
91,1%

The results with respect to the two combinations of three
bands, UGR and IGR, are very similar. In general, the obtained
accuracies indicate that CNNs trained on a very distinct image
domain (ImageNet) carry features that work well on galaxy
images. In both cases the best accuracy was obtained with fine
tuning. This may be explained by the fact that adjustment of
weights in the convolutional layers make the features encoded
by CNN more suited for the galaxy image classification.
Although the results are encouraging, some previously reported results indicate that better accuracies should be obtained. A possible explanation for misclassification is the small
number of training images.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented some preliminary results on galaxy
image classification using convolutional neural networks. A
classification accuracy slightly above 90% was achieved. To
continue this study and improve the results, we plan to exploit
several issues such as using the 5-bands, using some common
approaches for data augmentation (rotations, small translations, and reflections of the images), using expert designed
features in conjunction with CNN features, replacing the connected component extraction method with the one based on the
Petrosian radius, which is already available in the catalogs, and

also using a larger training set. Our ultimate goal is to integrate
the classification method in the processing pipeline of the SPLUS project – http://www.iag.usp.br/labcosmos/en/s-plus/.
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